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The witch of blackbird pond vocabulary

The Magic of Blackbird Pool, by Elizabeth George Speare, takes place in the New England colony of Connecticut. When Katherine Tyler, called Kit, left the warm-shirt beach of her Caribbean home to come alive with her aunt and uncle, she didn't know what she was getting inside. Will he be able to adapt to the Puritan
way of his relatives? CHAPTER 1:1. provision = food and supplies for the future2. peden = soaked with water3. aloof = not interested4. angry = feeling angry5. nonchalance = cold and casualCHAPTER 2:1. tantalize = to tease2. eke = to improve3. intangible = not easy to defineCHAPTER 3:1. ponder = to think about2.
supervisor = supervisor; boss (usually farm)CHAPTER 4:1. frippery = fancy dress2. mortal = very long3. deft = fast and easy4. monotonous = do not convertCHAPTER 5:1. threshold = entrance2. put = to stop from getting angry3. pillori = punishment for head and hands4. stock = punishment for legs and ankle5. survival
= hold out6. not used - confused; cannot speakchAPTER 6:1. condescension = acts in a snobby2 manner. coddle = to treat slowly3. injuries = rise and drop voice4. conspicuous = easy to seeCHAPTER 7:1. cordially = friendly2. trifle = small amount3. thoughts = do not stop4. verifiable = come true; a factCHAPTER 8:1.
menial = suitable for a servant2. intruding = being where you shouldn't be3. doubtful = doubtFULCHAPTER 9:1. be careful = risky; insecure2. rye = clothing3. obstreperous = strong and not true4. bedlam = noise and confusion5. decoration = polite behavior6. ravenous = very hungryCHAPTER 10:1. malicious = smelling
and meaningful2. agreed = agreed 3. unusual = unable to trustCHAPTER 11:1. docile = do what you are supposed to do2. filigree = fine, lacey3. acern = to think about4. cynical = something against churchCHAPTER 12:1. tallow = fat used to make candles2. consternation = made to feel helpless. cynical = person who
opposes churchCHAPTER 13:1. propitious = profitable2. drudgery = hard work3. komradeship = friendship4. perplexed = confusedCHAPTER 14:1. wary = beware2. convulsed = shook3. ward = held offCHAPTER 15:1. unhealthy = not noticed2. charged = embarrassed3. paupers = poor people4. mockery = something
made fun5. room in the house6. aye = yesCHAPTER 16:1. papist = refers to the Catholic Church2. roistering = becoming noisy and rough3. blasphemy = disrespectful action against God4. blithely = cheerful5. woebegone = sadness, sad6. try = secretCHAPTER meeting 17:1. consort = hang out with someone deemed
undesirable2. disbelief = someone who does not believe in religion naught = nothingCHAPTER 18:1. insult = is being seen with warrant = to warrant or promise3. champion = to defend and support4. flouting = do not pay attention to5. inveigled = tricked into doing somethingCHAPTER 19:1. crony = friends2. sundry =
variety3. pre-culture = not normal4. remit = cancelCHAPTER 20:1. perforce = forced to do something2. bygones = things in the past3. carefully = in secret4. abate = to terminate or stopCHAPTER 21:1. dowry = things that a woman will bring when married2. The room is spacious and comfortable. stop = stopped =
stoppedQUIZLET LINK: WOBP Ch. 1-5 = LINK: WOBP Ch. 6-10 = LINK: WOBP Ch. 11-15 = LINK: WOBP Ch. 16-20 = In order to continue enjoying our website, we ask you to confirm many thanks. Frayer Model's storyboard can help to introduce new concepts or vocabulary terms to students. Frayer models are very
helpful for complex coincidence concepts that can be understood differently by different people and in varying contexts. A sample of the storyboard investigating the patriarchal concept, which was never clearly named in the novel but dominated the social structure of the Puritan community. Below is a list of words that
can be used to introduce students to the concept of queuing together with a list of vocabulary drawn directly from the text. The Theme-Related Terms Consider revising these terms as you move deeper through the story. Students can then add features, examples, and not examples from the book and discuss whether the
original understanding of their term has changed since reading the book. Trivial Judgment of Persecution Asimilate Mob Vocabulary mentality from frippery vanity hawsery texts detained unrepentant scour auspiciously garbage fulsome brand affront spiteful condescension doesn't mix poultice eruptive decorations tainted
with so monotonous testimonials really ketch Social System where men hold major powers, especially in political leadership roles, moral authority, social privileges and property control. In the family domain, father or father-figure holds power over women and children. CHARACTERISTICS OF male names pass, men
have more power, clear social expectations, limited to women, sometimes tyrants, sexist EXAMPLES of Puritan society, most Western societies before the 20th century, some Middle Eastern cultures are NOT EXAMPLES of Matriarchy or society with vocabulary menus of 1000+ popular book Books About The All-Page
Vocabulary On Vocabulary (quiz words only) Elizabeth George Srea Srea Arrows) Restore Default Options------------------------ Under This Button there is no Scale Literature &amp; MusicHistoryHuman Policies &amp; Politics------------------------BusinessLawLogic &amp; ReasoningMedicine------------------------Architecture
Steering Ecology &amp; EcologySainence------------------------PhilosophyReligion &amp; SpiritualityReligion - Christian------------------------Personal FinanceSports no literature ------------------------Assurance of ArtFineFine &amp; MusicHis Humane Behavior Policy Politics------------------------BusinessLawLogic &amp;
ReasoningMedicine------------------------ArchitectureEngineEringNature &amp; EcologyScience------------------------PhilosophyReligion &amp; SpiritualityRelig - Christian------------------------Prosof FinanceSports 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to 1 2 4 5 5 7 8 9 (9 is the hardest) wordGrid For other words or sorting them differently, use parts of
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and verbalworkout.com™© a brief or incomplete view He doesn't want to acknowledge how frustrating he finds this first glance America. in contrast to the opposition or the dissatisfence of things compared to the bleak lines of the beaches around the grey harbour are in stark contrast to the green and white shimmering
that dredges the bay of the turquoise Barbados which is his home. The distinctive smell of unpleasant offensives Did he ever have the courage to sail at all had he known, before he booked the route, that sugar and molasses in the hold were paid for by the load of Connecticut horses, and that all the Atlantic winds could
not blow the ship clean from an unarmed stench? expect with confidence to meet He can see nothing about it to put twins as expected in anyone's eyes. tainted touched by rot or rot He stands taking a deep breath of salt, fish-tainted air, and looking for someone to share his pleasure. Force repulse or drive back Only
three women dressed shabbily lingered near her, and because she couldn't contain her stiffness, Kit smiled and would talk, but she was suddenly restored by their sharply curious eyes. assuming taking freedom or acting with too much confidence Nobody on the island has ever considered contemplating like that in Sir
Francis Tyler's granddaughter. stock allocation or food supply He switches to watching a browser that sets provisions to long boat. Plunge submerged briefly into the liquid for wet or saturated Kicking buckled shoes and dropping a cloak of wool, he plunges by the boat. Earnest was characterized by strong and energetic
actions or activities But after a handsome second he saw a piece of bobbing and instinctive wood struck after it in a earnest stroke that set his blood moving again. doubts of suspicion about the honesty of another person starring in suspicion. It's as if he has sparked tails and fins right before their eyes. Amazingly so
surprising about amazing or befalling You brings us a comeback, that's it. We're all confident you'll drown in front of our eyes. It's shocking to see you swim. Heathen does not acknowledge God of Christianity, Judaism and Islam Barbados! He contemplates. Heathen island in West Hindok? 'Tis no heathen island. Tis as
civilized as England, with famous cities and good streets and shops. honed the characterized by conventionally acceptable morals He has urged to my father that you are a witch. She says no respected woman can continue to work together in such a water. The perplexed quiz Of All the same, Mrs Katherine, she says,
adding, with the look of the quiz, now that you are in Connecticut I will advise you to forget that you ever learned. Nonchalance of the remaining properties calm and seemingly indifferent He has made them both laugh, but underneath, Kit feels unsafe. fumes become crazy, angry, or angry How can you stand up? he
frozen to a red surfer who took advantage of the clock without wind to give the dolphins carved on fresh coriander paint. becalm makes still, steady, or calm Clear they consider the vessel circulate everything it does. accurately marked according to the details Captain Eaton treated him carefully. aloof is far away in the
way Nat remains an aloof, observed in a truly rigging man and canvas. begrudge allows not to grieven or refuse Him the only one on this ship that doesn't seem to delight my existence. incapable of being seen by the senses, especially touch Kit is aware of once again the intangible warning that he cannot interpret. strain
does a lot of effort or energy More and more, hours after hours, men move, unemployed ships by muscle strained forces and gasping breaths. Dirty dirty Dirty To get into that water and away from this dirty ship even for a while! The score of lack of respect was accompanied by a fierce feeling of dislike of Nat's indignation
discovered vent in corn. ''Maybe you think it's going to smell more beautiful with a hold full of human bodies, half of them squeezing up in their chains before anyone knows they've been dead. Climbers climbing as if by rotating Kit climbing the stairs and standing for the second time on a foreign beach that became his
home. compact hard to go through due to heavy growth From the fog traveled by rows of cavalry sticks that must be warehouse, and beyond that compact, dripping pitch green and wood. haughty has or shown arrogant evidence I am solely responsible for my own arrival, he assures him firmly. Delicately beautiful Dainty
Between trying to hold her head confidently and at the same time finding a place to fix dainty children's shoes between slim ruts and mud pdle, Kit has everything she can tend to. Dreary deficiency in calmness or charm or surprise There is sheer settlement, far more lonely and dry than Saybrook. Seriously and hardly in
a way or behaviour He couldn't read the most facial signs of being welcomed on his thin lips or in the intensely glowing dark eyes on him from under heavy grizzled eyebrows. The notion of an external appearance In its errantness to make a kit of good impressions has chosen this outfit carefully, but here in this regular
room it seems excessive. rough to the Assume touch, the bread feels delicious, although the texture is as rough as anything he has ever felt before. The ponder reflects deeply on the subject But such a move should not be taken without duely thinking. Intuition of sudden desire No, it is not an accurate impetus. You see, I
really don't have a house to leave. The travel route is usually by the ship There is nothing left, not even enough for my route. To pay my way on board I had to sell my own Negro girl. someone's heirs related to someone else or someone else He is right, I guess, because we are the only kin. rejoice feels happiness But
then, God doesn't send us new cousins every day. Maybe He'll forgive us for a bit of rejoice - fun making a lively and delightful Kit feel a new and fun surge of generousness. feelings of excessive pride This will be your home, because you don't have another, but you'll fit our way and no longer interfere with the
householdwork or to turn my daughters head on with your purity. vanity.
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